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1. Introduction

A new energy exploration domain is imminent with the start-up of the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) at CERN. Along come new opportunities to improve our understandingof flavor physics.
Production properties of beauty and charm hadrons will be measured against the framework of
quantum chromodynamics (QCD). The new data will allow measurements of CP violation and
flavor changing processes with significant accuracy, and very raredecays will be searched for. A
thorough program of precision measurements in the flavor sector will havethe potential to detect
effects of new physics beyond the standard model (SM) that may be awaiting to be revealed at the
LHC, and allow to constrain the associated theory parameter space.

ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] are general purpose particle experiments operating at the LHC. The
two detectors have been designed to explore the TeV energy frontier. Their characteristics, includ-
ing excellent tracking and muon systems, in particular, with large pseudorapidity coverage, render
them well suited for heavy flavor studies. An important part of the heavy flavor physics program
will be carried out in the earlier stages of data taking. Many analyses dedicated to heavy flavor
production are indeed viable already withO(10) pb−1 integrated luminosity. Those studies to be
performed with the very first data will constitute an important component of thephysics commis-
sioning of the detectors and triggers with collisions.1

2. Heavy flavor production at the LHC

Charm and beauty quarks are produced profusely at the LHC. Heavyquarkonium production
has been studied extensively in various theoretical descriptions. The framework of non-relativistic
QCD (NRQCD) through the introduction of the so-called color-octet mechanism (COM) had suc-
cessfully accommodated the quarkonium differential cross section data from the Tevatron, owing
in part to its adjustable parameters (long distance matrix elements). However, the polarization pre-
dictions based on COM are in strong contrast with observations [3, 4]. Other approaches, such
as the color-singlet model (CSM), have been more recently revived. Quarkonia studies with early
LHC data are expected to help resolving the current puzzling situation.

Three mechanisms contribute to beauty production at hadron colliders. Thelowest-order two-
to-two bb̄ diagrams, involving gluon-gluon fusion andqq̄ annihilation, are referred to as flavor
creation (FC) in the hard scattering. Flavor excitation (FE) correspondsto diagrams where abb̄
pair from the quark sea of the proton is excited into the final state as one of the b quarks undergoes
a hard QCD interaction with a parton from the other proton. Gluon splitting (GS)refers to the soft
processes where thebb̄ pair arises from the splittingg→ bb̄ in the initial or final state. Thebb̄ being
the largest physics background for many processes of interest at theLHC, both within the standard
model and beyond, it will be crucial to verify the ability for next-to-leading order perturbative QCD
to accurately predict background characteristics and rates in the LHC data.

3. Trigger

Online event selection and rate reduction to a level appropriate for storage, O(200) Hz, is

1The first LHC collisions took place and were successfully registered by the experiments in December 2009.
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Figure 1: Invariant mass of dimuons
from various sources, reconstructed with
a µ6µ4 trigger, with the requirement
that both muons are identified as com-
ing from the primary vertex and with a
pseudo-proper time cut of 0.2 ps. The
dotted line shows the cumulative distri-
bution without vertex and pseudo-proper
time cuts. Peaks from theJ/ψ and
ϒ(1S) clearly dominate the background;
no higher massψ and ϒ states are in-
cluded. (ATLAS simulation)

achieved with a 2(3)-tiered trigger system at CMS (ATLAS) [1, 2]. The hardware trigger level
(L1) is based on coarse information from the calorimeter and muon systems alone. In the ensuing,
software-based trigger filtering (HLT) progressively more information from all detector systems
becomes accessible to algorithms providing accuracies approaching thoseof offline reconstruction.

Heavy quark physics at CMS and ATLAS relies primarily on single and double-muon triggers.
Different transverse momentumpT thresholds are anticipated, with the lowest threshold paths being
prescaled triggers. Most of the CMS studies presented herein require at least one muon withpT >

3 GeV/c, or two muons withpT > 3 GeV/c (the 2µ3 path). For ATLAS, the requiredpT thresholds
for the first and second muons are 6 and 4 GeV/c (µ6µ4), while at startup the threshold on the first
muon may be lowered to 4 GeV/c (2µ4). Additional dedicatedB-physics trigger signatures, with
requirements on dimuon invariant mass and displaced vertices, have also been devised.

4. Onia

Quarkonia studies play an important role in early data taking. With an integratedluminosity
of 10 pb−1 ATLAS and CMS will be able to register samples of the order of 105 events containing
J/ψ → µ+µ− selected by the low luminosity trigger menus. Quarkonia reconstruction will be
employed for trigger and detector system calibration. A related procedure, based on the so-called
tag-and-probe method, has been implemented to extract the low-pT muon trigger and reconstruc-
tion efficiencies using data.

4.1 Cross section

The measurement of theJ/ψ andϒ resonances production cross sections are expected to be
amongst the first results extracted from the early data. Figure 1 illustrates the quarkonia signal and
main background invariant mass distributions [5] in the dimuon mass range 2−12 GeV/c2, with
reconstruction efficiencies and background suppression selection accounted for.

The precision tracking of ATLAS and CMS permits to disentangle the promptJ/ψ produc-
tion from b-hadron decays, thus also allowing the determination of theb-hadron cross section.
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Figure 2: Difference in invariant masses
of µµγ andµµ systems in promptJ/ψ
events (light grey) withbb̄ background
surviving selection cuts (dark grey). The
solid line is the result of a simultane-
ous fit to the measured distribution, with
the position of theχc0,χc1 andχc2 signal
peaks (indicated by arrows) fixed at their
common values, and with a common res-
olution. (ATLAS simulation)

Contributions from prompt and non-promptJ/ψ are statistically separated through a simultaneous
fit to the observedJ/ψ candidates invariant mass and pseudo-proper decay time. Already with a
small integrated luminosity of the order of 3 pb−1 CMS estimates that the precision of the result
is limited by systematic uncertainties, at the 15% level [6]. The dominant systematicsources arise
from the luminosity measurement and the dependence of the detector acceptance on the unknown
production polarization.

A large fractionO(30−50%) of J/ψ andϒ resonance production originates from the decay
of heavier prompt states, such asχc → J/ψγ, χb → ϒγ. The reconstruction of the cascadeχc(b)

decays will be attempted by associating a reconstructedJ/ψ (ϒ) with the radiated photon. The
distribution of the difference∆M between the invariant masses of theµµγ andµµ systems, ob-
tained for selectedχc candidates in a study performed by ATLAS [5], is shown in Figure 2. Event
yields correspond to an integrated luminosity of 10 pb−1. A similar analysis procedure can be ap-
plied to reconstruct theχb decay. However the higher dimuon mass, and hence smaller expected
boost, makes the photon considerably softer and thus more difficult to detect. It is estimated that
integrated sample sizes of up to 1 fb−1 may be required for reliably observingχb → ϒγ decays.

4.2 Polarization

The measurement of theJ/ψ andϒ polarization will be important for discriminating and es-
tablishing the quarkonium hadro-production mechanisms. Quarkonium polarization is measured
by analyzing the angular distribution of the muons produced in the decay. The polarization param-
eterα describes the distributiondN/dcosθ ∼ 1+α cos2 θ . The angleθ , measured in theJ/ψ(ϒ)

center of mass, helicity frame, is the angle between theµ+ momentum and the direction of motion
of the quarkonium in the laboratory rest frame.

ATLAS plans to use both double (µ6µ4) and single (µ10) muon triggers, for improved|cosθ |
coverage, for theJ/ψ analysis. In the case of theϒ, µ10 should have too high background lev-
els [5]. With an integrated luminosity of 10 pb−1 it should be possible to measure the polarization
of theJ/ψ with a precision of order 0.02 – 0.06 in a wide range of transverse momenta. In the case
of theϒ the expected precision forα is of order 0.20.
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Figure 3: Differential bb̄ production
cross sectiondσ/d∆φ as a function of
theb quarks angular separation. The data
points are obtained from a fit to the in-
variantJ/ψ mass, the transverseJ/ψ de-
cay length and the distance of closest ap-
proach of the third muon to the beam-
line. The unfolding procedure is applied
to correct the reconstructed∆φ distribu-
tion back to that of the originalb quarks.
(CMS simulation)

5. Inclusive studies

5.1 bb̄bb̄bb̄ correlations

Correlation measurements are foreseen at the LHC for studying details of the production mech-
anisms previously discussed: flavor creation, flavor excitation, gluon splitting. These can be statis-
tically disentangled by assessing the angular separation∆φ between the twob quark directions in
the transverse plane. CMS plans to explore a clean, fully muonic signature with the first 50 pb−1

of collision data [7]. The decay of oneb is tagged by reconstructing theJ/ψ → µµ decay. Events
are also required to contain a second muon consistent with the semileptonic decay of the secondb.
Figure 3 shows the expected differential cross sectiondσ/d∆φ measurement. Depending on the
particular∆φ bin, an accuracy of 15-25 % can be obtained, combining statistical and systematic
uncertainties. An accuracy at the 10% level is expected for the integratedtotal cross section.

5.2 bbb production

The measurement of the inclusiveb quark production cross section is proposed by CMS for a
high statistics sampleO(10) fb−1 of events containing jets and at least one muon [8]. The sample
is collected with a single muon trigger at L1 and a ’muon +b-jet’ at HLT. Event selection requires
ab-tagged jet, where the tagging method is based on inclusive secondary vertex reconstruction and
is characterized by a tagging efficiency of about 60%. Each reconstructed muon is associated with
the most energeticb-tagged jet, and must be closest to this jet than to any other jet. The transverse
momentum of the muon with respect to theb-jet axis effectively discriminates betweenb events
and background, thereby allowing to extract the signal fraction from a template fit to the data.

Theb purity of the selected events varies as function of the transverse momentum ina range
from 70% to 55%. The largest systematic uncertainty on the cross section arises from a 3% uncer-
tainty on the jet energy scale which leads to a cross section uncertainty of 12% for ET > 50 GeV.
Figure 4 shows the estimated uncertainty as function of theb-tagged jet transverse momentum.
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Figure 4: Expected uncertainty on
the inclusiveb cross section measure-
ment: statistical (triangles), systematic
(squares), total (dots); shown as a func-
tion of the b-tagged jet transverse mo-
mentum with respect to the beamline. It
may be inferred from the estimate a 1.5
TeV/c reach for the highest accessiblepT

of B hadrons. (CMS simulation)

6. Exclusive and rare decays

6.1 Bu → J/ψK+Bu → J/ψK+Bu → J/ψK+, Bd → J/ψK∗0Bd → J/ψK∗0Bd → J/ψK∗0, Bs → J/ψφBs → J/ψφBs → J/ψφ

The exclusiveB → J/ψK(∗) andBs → J/ψφ decays will be observed with the first tens of
inverse-picobarn of integrated luminosity, and employed for initial detector performance studies.
They will allow basic measurements of theB mesons properties; precise mass and lifetime deter-
minations will in turn be used for inner detector calibration and alignment. Havingrather clean
topologies these channels constitute useful laboratories for developmentof data analysis proce-
dures, such as performance calibration and optimization of flavor tagging methods. Furthermore
they will serve as reference channels for rareb decay searches.

Figure 5 illustrates the expected early data mass distributions for the threeB meson species.
The exclusive cross section measurement is complementary to the inclusive determinations, in-
volving different systematic uncertainties and model dependencies. An accuracy of the order 10%
on the differential cross sectiondσ(Bu,d)/dpT and lifetime measurements is expected with about
10 pb−1 [5]. The Bs channel is of particular physics interest, allowing the extraction of the mass
and width differences between the weak eigenstates,BL

s andBH
s . Assuming a width difference of

20% an uncertainty on∆Γs of 4% is expected for 1.3 fb−1 by CMS [9]. The same channel is still the
golden mode for extracting theBs mixing phase, which may be sizably enhanced by new physics
contributions relative to the SM.

6.2 B→ µµB→ µµB→ µµ

The hitherto unobserved decayBs,d → µµ can be a powerful tool to probe for physics beyond
the SM. The channel has a tiny expected branching fraction within the SM, since it involves flavor
changing neutral current transitions and is further helicity suppressed. The branching fraction
may however receive substantial corrections from various of the new physics states which may be
attained at the LHC. TheBd mode having an expected branching ratio of an order of magnitude
lower, focus is placed initially in theBs → µµ meson decay.

Whilst ATLAS and CMS do not expect to observe this decay during the early stages of the
LHC, as more luminosity becomes available and the understanding of the backgrounds improves,
it should be possible to identify a signal for this process. For an integratedluminosity of 10 fb−1 an
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Figure 5: Expected early dataB meson mass distributions, reconstructed in the exclusive modes: left,Bu →

J/ψK+ 10 pb−1 (CMS); center,Bd → J/ψK∗0 10 pb−1 (ALTAS); right, Bs → J/ψφ 150 pb−1 (ATLAS).

ATLAS study [5] shows a signal expectation of 5.7 events with a background of 14+13
−10 events. For

CMS [10] a signal of 2.4 events with a background of 6.5±2.4 events is expected for an integrated
luminosity of 1 fb−1, which, by normalizing to the controlB→ J/ψK channel, corresponds to an
upper limit on the branching fraction forBs → µµ of about 1.6·10−8 at 90% confidence level.

7. Conclusion

The capabilities of the two general purpose experiments ATLAS and CMS to exploit the co-
pious heavy flavor production at the LHC at CERN are reviewed. An extensive flavor physics
program has been prepared, which will contribute to the physics commissioning of the detectors
with earliest collision data, and aiming in the longer run at detecting potential newphysics effects
in the flavor sector.
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